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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

On May 12, Oregon Community Unit School District # 220 (“OCUSD”) 

Superintendent Tom Mahoney wrote a letter {Appendix A} to parents and 
the public to explain his recommendation to close the David L Rahn (“DLR”) 

Junior High School in Mount Morris. The rationale for the recommendation 
was four-fold: 

 
1. to reduce the ongoing deficit-producing expenses of the school district; 

 
2. to place the school district on a sustainable financial foundation; 

 
3. to avoid the one time and ongoing costs of maintaining the DLR 

building; 
4. to improve student experience. 

  
The recommendation was formally presented to the OCUSD Board of 

Education at its May monthly meeting with a vote on the recommendation to 

be held at its regular June meeting. Superintendent Mahoney also presented 
the recommendation to the Mount Morris Village Board; and subsequently to 

a Townhall meeting of Mount Morris citizens. 
 

During the presentations, Mahoney supported his recommendation with 
handouts and PowerPoint – style slides, showing various data about district 

finances, enrollment, and enrollment projections. 
 

Following the Townhall meeting, a group of interested and concerned 
citizens formed an Advisory Committee ("Committee") to study the 

recommendation and its facts, ramifications, repercussions, unintended 
consequences, and the like. 

 
This document reports the work of that committee, including alternatives 

and recommendations for the continued operation of DLR, and the financial 

health of the school district. 
 

In brief, the Advisory Committee rejects the notion that OCUSD's finances 
are in dire straits, nor that DLR represents a 'money pit' of needed Health, 

Life Safety ("HLS") repairs.  On the contrary the Committee's research 
suggests that OCUSD's finances are not only stable, but increasingly stable, 

and sustainable over the long term.   
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Further, that the cost of necessary and urgent and required repairs to DLR 
per the HLS Audit are only approximately $400,000, neither $2,000,000 nor 

the $6,000,000 that was suggested by Superintendent Mahoney! 

 
This report will conclusively demonstrate these assertions: 

 
1. The financial impact on School District budgets of continuing to 

operate DLR in place is not only sustainable, but there is no evidence 
to suggest that it is not indefinitely sustainable; 

 
2. the cost to upgrade DLR, in the context of an approximately $15 

million operating budget, and multi-million dollar Health, Life Safety 
bonds is minimal, some would even say "trivial"; 

 
3. experts who were retained to study "Building Usage" have credible 

qualifications, but the Committee believes the focus of their study was 
narrow, even superficial at times, and it failed to adequately consider 

changes in Equalized Assessed Valuation ("EAV"), DLR's condition, 

student experience, community impact, and more; 
 

4. and lastly, Student Experience is broader and deeper than implied in 
the Rationale statement. 

 
In conclusion, the Committee recommends the following: 

 
1. that DLR remain active and open indefinitely; 

 
2. there are several alternative funding techniques, suggested later in 

this report, which can be used to economically make only the urgent 
and required repairs to the DLR building complex; 

 
3. that the district study and evaluate the 'pros and cons' of transforming 

DLR into a true Middle School, as is becoming a trend, both regionally 

and nationally. 
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CITIZENS COMMENTS & OPINIONS 

In the current climate, as one might imagine, the community of Mount 

Morris is concerned and on edge about the recommendation to close the only 

school in its Village.  Social media chatters with comments, and the In Box 

'dings'.  Below are several messages from which the following quotes are 

sampled.  {Complete copies of letters are included in Appendix B.} 

 "If any group were to have the power to close any of the school 

buildings … in any of the towns around my home, I would be looking 

deeply into the reasons. So, I've read the justification in the case of 

DLR, but I am unpersuaded that this sets the course for the long-term 

success of our students, let alone our communities." 

 "… I did not see any indication of the proposed plan for the 7th and 

8th grade students to be housed.  … the superintendent … and the 

high school principal have created an initial plan.  … Where is the input 

of the Junior High Principal?" 

 "It seems DLR is pushed under the rug too much.   hard to know what 
events are happening there … There is no communication or publicity 

re: these events.  Is it volleyball? Basketball? A concert? A play? 
Publicity is the key to community support and interest.   OCUSD page 

is difficult to navigate." 
 

 "Need to tie in with this community more. That can be done with 

publicity. The community would like to be more invested in the 
school… We would love to attend events there … after all, we still know 

the parents and grandparents of kids attending.” 
 

 "Junior High age students need their own space to become strong: 
emotionally, educationally, socially and physically.  How is placing 

these children into a High School considered an option that's good for 

the students? 
 

 "Education should be a partnership with the community it serves.  The 
community is available and eager to help plan a vibrant future, 

including former school board members, business leaders and financial 
experts." 
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SCHOOL DISTRICT FINANCIAL STATUS 
 

In his April letter to OCUSD families, Superintendent Mahoney makes the 

observation that “the district has been consistently operating with a deficit 
budget over the past five years.“  He continues "Over the past five (5) 

years, the districts operating budget has averaged a deficit of $410,000 per 
year.“  The calculations are perfectly correct… However, consider this: if one 

were to select one additional year, i. e., make it six years, the deficit 
becomes a nominal surplus, $2858 per year. And, further, by extending the 

“look back timeline“ for twelve (12) years, the deficit becomes a surplus of, 
get this, $1,450,888!  (All of this information is thoroughly explained in 

appendix C in the paragraph headed “OPERATING FUND BALANCE“.) 
 

The reason for the positive financial trend , and positive financial projections 
is the turnabout in the OCUSD tax base, i. e., Equalized Assessed Valuation 

(“EAV“).  The comments and data in appendix C, EQUALIZED ASSESSED 
VALUE clearly explains the remarkable growth in EAV, which is resulting 

from rather large multipliers in the districts townships.  A letter from the 

Ogle County tax assessor's office also appears in this Appendix.  
 

Multipliers result when the assessed value of sold properties is less than 
one-third of those properties sales value. By law, properties are expected to 

be assessed at 1/3 of their fair market value. When actual sales occur which 
exceed fair market value, multipliers become 'positive', i. e. greater than 

one. When actual sales occur at less than fair market value multipliers are 
less than one. 

 
Multipliers greater than one are “good“ for taxing bodies, e. g., school 

districts, as they increase the taxing body's tax base (EAV); but “bad“ for 
taxpayers, whose tax bills increase.  (See Appendix D for a typical OCUSD 

tax bill.) 
 

Slides 9 and 10 in the advisory committees PowerPoint presentation clearly 

show the trend of EAV for OCUSD, and the favorable growth of income which 
results from the upward trend of EAV. 

 
It doesn’t take the proverbial “rocket scientist” to see that OCUSD’s finances 

are sound and getting even better! 
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SUSTAINABILITY OF OPERATIONS 
 

The Advisory Committee's taxpayers are particularly pleased to learn of 

Superintendent Mahoney‘s steps taken to “…create a more balanced 
budget“, while being sensitive to the impact the reduction in staffing would 

have upon student experience and performance. 
 

Based upon the projected trend in EAV, as noted above, the linear 
regression trend line of EAV (See appendix E), the EAV per student, an only 

slight decline in enrollment, an increase in current Operating Fund Balances, 
the Committee is confident that the finances of the district are not only 

currently stable, but sustainable into the indefinite future.  
 

However, within this unbridled optimism, there exists a concern about a 
potential, unanticipated consequence of closing DLR.  The Midwest 

Consultants report, BUILDING USAGE STUDY, alludes anecdotally to the 
unlikely loss of EAV in school districts wherein a school was closed.  It is not 

as clear in the literature that a reduction of EAV in school districts which lose 

their schools is unlikely.  In fact, one published report found that villages 
that retained their schools had EAV as much is 25% greater than villages 

that lost their schools.  ("What happens to a community when a rural school 
closes?"  appears in appendix F  See also Appendix H for the linear 

regression of the Village of Leaf River's EAV.  Guess when Leaf River lost its 
only school …) 

 
One might speculate that the loss of DLR to the $45 million EAV of Mount 

Morris Township might produce tens or hundreds of thousands of dollars loss 
in operating funds to OCUSD; not to mention losses to other local taxing 

bodies, e. g., Village of Mount Morris, Mount Morris Fire Protection District, 
Mount Morris Public Library, Ogle County municipalities, Highland 

Community College, et al.  (See EAV Loss in Appendix H) 
 

FINANCES & FACILITIES 

 
It is reported that OCUSD has received $288,000 of an estimated 

$3,300,000 for CARES funding.  These monies represent federal grants to 
remediate problems which arose during the COVID pandemic.  According to 

architect Nelson it is his opinion that CARES money, while it cannot be used 
to balance budgets, could be used for renovations that impact the learning 

of students, e. g., perhaps some or all of DLR‘s Health Life Safety work. 
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The Committee has been told that the Board of Education does not wish to 
raise taxes… A noteworthy, taxpayer friendly policy!  Sadly for the 

taxpayers, however, tax rates have increased in each of the past 15 years!  

Notwithstanding that operating fund tax rates are at their taxpayer approved 
limit, continuing tax rate increases have resulted from increased levies, 

unencumbered by required taxpayer approval, for the Health Life Safety 
bonds, Fire & Safety levy, and the Tort levy. 

 
Speaking of Tort, it was unclear to the Committee as to why the large 

amount to which the Tort fund has been growing, especially in the absence 
of any identifiable risks.  An issue worthy of more rigorous investigation! 

 
The Blackhawk Center presents a puzzling quandary: Why, if the district was 

experiencing average $410,000 annual deficits would it accept the 
responsibility and liability for upkeep, staff, and operation of the Blackhawk 

Center, which it did in 2018?  Some Committee members question, “Is this a 
bail out of the Oregon Park District?  Mount Morris taxpayers now, through 

school district taxes, share the burden of this facility, when heretofore only 

Oregon taxpayers within the Oregon Park District shouldered that burden.“ 
 

A perplexing decision to say the least! 
 

The Committee is compelled to clarify facts about DLR, and the suggested 
need for repairs. Superintendent Mahoney states in his April letter that “This 

survey (HLS survey) showed that almost $6 million of improvements for DLR 
were necessary.  Upon review of the HLS survey, and confirmation by an 

independent architect (See appendix I), only $20,200 of needs were 
classified as “urgent“, and $385,000 of needs were classified as “required“. 

The remaining balance up to $5,756,000, including contingencies and 
architects fees, was “recommended “ but not necessary! 

 
There seem to be two alternatives, if DLR is to be closed: 1) demolition, or 

2) “mothballing“. 

 
Architect Nelson from Larson and Derby estimated the cost of demolition and 

asbestos abatement at approximately $1,200,000. 
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If the decision were made to demolish DLR, and a subsequent Board and 
Superintendent identified a need to replace or rebuild a comparable 

structure, the school district might find itself unable to issue bonds to fund 

that rebuilding because the district is now approaching it’s bonding debt 
limit.  Another unintended consequence… 

 
If the decisions were made to not mothball DLR, ongoing costs for lawns, 

sidewalks, utilities, and the like would be estimated to be rather trivial. But 
hidden in this decision is the following unintended consequence.  If DLR were 

mothballed, but subsequently reactivated for student learning, all HLS 
grandfathered and then outstanding needs would have to be remedied 

before the building could be certified for occupancy! 
 

Further, whether the decision for disposition of DLR is demolition or 
mothballing, Superintendent Mahoney opined that additional bus garage 

accommodation would likely be required to be added at the Oregon school 
complex.  Where did those costs figure in the closure equation? 

 

Among the financial issues and questions which arose during the committees 
study are these: 

Yes, if as Superintendent Mahoney states, that the district has been 
consistently operating with a deficit budget for the past five years: 

1. Why assume responsibility for the Blackhawk Center;  
2. why issue Life Safety bonds for the full amount of urgent, required and 

recommended, but not necessary, needs, with their concomitant 
increases in debt and tax rates?  

3. On the contrary, our research shows balanced budgets for the past 
two years and a minimum of three more balanced budget projected;  

4. a growing operating fund balance;  
5. adequate cash flow reserves;  

6. meeting the board policy of a 50% ratio of fund reserves to revenue;  
7. $3,300,000 of CARE funds to improve education;  

8. an EAV growing by record amounts;  

9. over $1 million in new operating fund revenues accruing in the coming 
three years. 

 
OCUSD’s glass is not “half empty“ as implied by Superintendent Mahoney, 

but “half full“ as determined by the Committee's research! 
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EXPERT OPINIONS 
 

Most, if not all, of the Committee members labored through the Midwest 

School Consultants report, BUILDING USAGE STUDY: IMPACT OF 
CONFIGURATION OPTIONS AND THE FEASIBILITY OF EACH OPTION. 

 

Research of the consultants credentials confirmed that they were 
experienced educational researchers.  However, the Committee concluded 

that their work, while worthwhile as far as it went, did not adequately delve 
into the depth of information necessary to satisfy the expectations of 

Committee members or ultimately Mount Morris constituents. 
 

STUDENT EXPERIENCE 
 

The committee has yet to see the plan, initial or otherwise, to which 
superintendent Mahoney referred in his letter, so it is somewhat difficult to 

react to this unknown.  For example, in the absence of a plan the Committee 
wonders how the twelve (12) DLR teachers identified on the district website 

can be accommodated in classrooms in OHS without having to share rooms… 
 

If, and when, the plan is in “draft format”, this “community voice” is 

prepared to study it and evaluate its potential effectiveness. 
 

What is clear, and uncontested, is this: adolescent needs are unique and 
their behavior is unpredictable!  The Committee is terribly concerned about  

 
1. the need for primary focus on adolescent needs;  

2. the potentially negative effect of crowding on school climate;  
3. the loss of private space for special needs students;  

4. the impact upon teaching effectiveness, if classrooms must be shared; 
5. the need for “privacy” in the general office setting;  

6. the likelihood of dramatically increased traffic patterns in ingress and 
egress to the Oregon school complex;  

7. and, lastly, adding more students to the OHS cafeteria implies more 
lunch periods, difficult scheduling, and much confusion. 

 

A decision to close DLR limits the school district's options, and may preclude 
seizing opportunities. 
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Closing DLR shortsidedly limits the district's ability to adjust classrooms, 
curricula, teaching staff and loads when enrollment, which we know are 

dynamic, is continuously changing at all levels.   

 
In the event of some future pandemic, necessitating the need to socially 

distance, how would the district in the likely crowded environment of a DLR 
closure scenario, accommodate that need? 

 
During the tour of DLR, Committee members found a spacious gymnasium; 

a separate band and chorus room, which under a closure scenario would 
likely necessitate a sharing situation.  

 
The DLR media room/library appeared to be approximately twice the size of 

its counterpart at OHS, which might likely also be shared.  DLR was clean, 
spacious, bright, and in a state of very good repair, especially for a building 

of that vintage. 
 

Superintendent Mahoney alludes to the benefits of curriculum alignment if 

DLR students and faculty are moved to the Oregon school complex. The 
Committee thinks that is a “stretch“, as addressing curricular alignment can 

most easily be accomplished through in-service and early out days. 
 

Similarly the Committee was not persuaded that “access to coaches“ was a 
significant benefit of closing DLR. As districts are increasingly being forced to 

hire coaches from outside their staff, access to coaches, already marginally 
difficult, may become problematic. 

 
What will be the impact upon vocational curricula in a DLR closure scenario?  

How and where will those students be accommodated? 
 

Finally, again it’s difficult to evaluate when there has not been access to “the 
plan“, but space appears to be a seriously severe and significant cost of the 

student experience, if DLR were to be closed.   
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CONCLUSION 
 

By now, the open-minded and thoughtful reader is thinking to himself or 

herself “Gosh, I can’t think of any reason to close DLR! “  At least that is the 
hope of the Advisory Committee. 

 
 Two closing comments are germane: 

 
•The Advisory Committee does not view its work as “one and done”. Its 

members stand ready to cooperate with OCUSD Board Members and 
administration in helping to improve an already effective school district. 

 
• The literature is replete with articles about education. A number of them 

are included without reference in the Appendices to this report.  We 
encourage a reader to read them. 

 
OCUSD‘s finances are solidly stable, and even improving; DLR is a perfectly 

functional building, which needs a minimum of HLS repairs to continue to 

effectively serve the needs of students faculty and staff.  While there may be 
some nominal benefits of transferring DLR students to the OHS complex, 

such a transfer is not without its drawbacks! 
 

Finally, the Committee believes there remains a very serious, unintended 
consequence, to which numerous voices have alluded: If the OCUSD Board 

of Education decides to accept Superintendent Mahoney's recommendation 
to close DLR, thereby alienating an entire community, their legacy for the 

future of education may well be the inability to pass needed tax referenda!  
Contemplate that consequence in the context of the eventual, and certain 

close of the Byron Nuclear Station. 
 

With those thoughts in mind, the Advisory Committee is recommending:  
1- that the OCUSD Board of Education and administration opt to 

keep DLR open and active indefinitely;  

2- that “urgent“ and “required“ repairs to DLR be completed;  
3- that the district study and evaluate the advantages and 

disadvantages of transforming DLR into a true middle school. 
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